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The QIb Chronicles 


<<<<<<<<<<Just Start, for the love of god, or lack there of, Start >>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMO_Kymar says:
::mutters to himself as he walks along the corridors to the Venue where the party for the Ambassador is being held, fiddling with the collar of his formal dress::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Lays in his quarters miserable with a sore throat::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::already at the reception she stands near the bar with a glass in her hand::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::pours himself another rather large glass of fire wine::
CMO_Kymar says:
::arriving at the door he adjusts the knife hidden at his belt and walks in, peering about the room::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Picks up his vanilla hazelnut tea and takes another drink::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Here's to my son, Qayten, destined to be a truly great warrior
CIV_Walker says:
::Enters the hall where to Ambassadors reception is being held, wearing a suit, of all things, with no tie though, in an effort to be a 'Smart Civilian' amongst the SF smarts, heading straight for the bar::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::walks over to Q'tor:: CEO: Congratulations Commander.  But weren’t you suppose to escort the Ambassador here?
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles at Q'tor. "A son? I never even thought he has a wife". chuckles to himself and heads for the bar::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Was I?
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Mutters in disbelief as he makes his way towards the reception, his eyes glance across the corridors at any signs of an escort:: Self: Wait… Zog will hear about this ::Sighs and shakes his head as he continues walking::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks around to see that, indeed, the Ambassador is no where to be seen::
CIV_Walker says:
::picks a drink up off the bar, sniffing it to make sure it has some kick to it at least and then walks over to Lorenzo and Q'tor::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: The Captain isn't here at the moment and the XO is indisposed.  That leaves you.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: If you'll excuse me then



CMO_Kymar says:
::arriving at the bar, he searches for something non-alcoholic and head away from the large groups of people::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::Quickly departs and heads off to meet the Ambassador::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Groans::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::grins:: CIV: I love seeing that Klingon in tight spots....
CIV_Walker says:
::takes a sip of his drink:: CSO: Yeah, gives me a warm feeling inside... either that or it's this drink... ::looks at the glass and then back at Lorenzo and smiles::
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Slows down as he notices an.. large.. looking Klingon heading out of the reception hall and heading towards him:: CEO: My escort, I assume?
CMO_Kymar says:
::taking a sip of his drink, he looks over the top of the glass and waits for someone he knows to arrive::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: What do you think of the new admiral Walker?
CEO_Q`tor says:
::meets up with the Ambassador:: Amb_So'Tu: Excuse my tardiness Ambassador. I was not aware of the Captains illness until just a few moments ago.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits up in bed and turns on an old movie named Spiderman::
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: I don't. ::takes another sip::
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: I am Commander Q'tor, Chief Engineer. Welcome to the QIb
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Nods, he gestures towards the reception hall:: CEO: By all means, let's return to the party then? ::Resumes walking:: So, how is your Captain? Not too bad I hope?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::quirks a brow then turns to look at the crew in the reception hall::
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu:  I do not know the Captain’s condition, other than he is not feeling well.
Host Captain_Turner says:
Self: Man these graphics might have been good back in the day but now it's just plain cheesy compared to the holodeck.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes another sip of her drink then watches to see how the science officers in attendance are comporting themselves::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Turns on the surround sound:: Self: Well that's a bit more real.
Amb_So`Tu says:
CEO: Ah, please send my best regards then. ::Slows down as they near the doors:: Tell me, Commander.. What is the designated role of the QIb in the fleet?
CMO_Kymar says:
::places his drink back on the bar and hums softly to himself::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::Enters the reception area and begins speaking very loudly:: ALL: Attention. I have the honor of presenting Ambassador So'Tu


CMO_Kymar says:
::looks over to the booming Klingon and them to the ambassador before standing straighter::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::stands at attention to watch the Ambassador enter::
CIV_Walker says:
::looks over at Q'tor and the ambassador but then takes a drink, raising his brow as he does, just thinking "whoop-di-doo"::
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Pauses at the doors, he smiles widely and nods:: All: At ease. We're here to have a party, not stand around like a group of trained Bolian monkeys ::Grins and walks towards the bar::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::motions for a waiter:: Amb_So'Tu: Would you care for a refreshment Ambassador?
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles outwardly at the Ambassadors joke, but inside he laughs at the sheer cheesiness before getting back to his thoughts and his drink::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::stands to face the Ambassador:: So'tu: Welcome Ambassador.  I am CSO Lorenzo.
CIV_Walker says:
::Pretends he's not with Lorenzo while stood next to her::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::elbows Walker so he can introduce himself::
Amb_So`Tu says:
CEO: What I would like now is a drink, if you don't mind Commander? ::Turns around at the sound of an officer behind him, he smiles and extends his hand to the CSO:: CSO: Ah, yes. I've heard about you. Charmed, I'm sure.
CIV_Walker says:
::Just looks at Lorenzo and then, again, takes another drink::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::takes another glass of fire wine and offers it to the Ambassador:: Amb_So'Tu: A fire wine perhaps?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: And this is one of our civilians.  Mr. Lucas Walker  ::turns to Walker and gives him a say hello look::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Takes a drink of water and eats some of his chicken caccatorie soup::
CIV_Walker says:
::Puts his drink into his left hand and nods to So`tu in greeting:: Ambassador.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks around for Dr. Kymar::
CMO_Kymar says:
::hums to himself while taking the odd sip at his drink, staring intently at the musicians playing::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: Will you be staying on outpost 429 or is it just a stop along the way?
CEO_Q`tor says:
::sees the doctor off in a corner, drinks his fire wine down and heads over to him::





Amb_So`Tu says:
CEO: By all means. ::Grabs the glass and raises before sipping on it:: CSO: Oh? ::Glances at where she's looking:: CIV: Why look at this.. Aren't you just the cutest thing with your little suit? ::Smirks and raffles his hair:: I've heard a great deal about you Walker, nice to see you're all that bad as the reports care to describe you at.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Doctor, you are aware of the Captain's illness?
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks over to the CEO:: CEO: Illness? I was not aware of it no
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CSO:: CSO: I'm not so sure yet, I believe Zog will contact me once we'll get there. Other than that.. ::Drinks again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::stares in shock to see the ambassador ruffle Walker's hair::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::controls her expression and tries not to laugh::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Doctor, I have neither the disposition, nor the desire to be a diplomat, or party host. Those are the Captain's duties. Yet he is in his quarters sick. I suggest you go find out what is ailing him and fix it so that he can come and make nice with the Ambassador.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Is there something amusing?
CMO_Kymar says:
CEO: I Intend too, expect him here within 5 minutes
CEO_Q`tor says:
CMO: Thank you doctor
CMO_Kymar says:
::puts his drink down and nods to Q'tor before heading out the door::
CMO_Kymar says:
Computer: Locate Captain Turner
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: No Sir.  I'm just not accustomed to people fussing with other people's hair.  That’s all.
CIV__Walker says:
::Squirms backwards as the Ambassador touches his hair:: Amb: I'm glad to hear... ::Starts trying to straighten his hair from a curly mess::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::wonders if the Ambassador will take offense to her bluntness::
Computer says:
CMO: The Captain is in his quarters
CMO_Kymar says:
::nods and heads for the TL:: TL: Deck 2, captains quarters
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles at Walker::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks back around at the Ambassador with Lorenzo and Walker, sighs heavily, takes another fire wine and drinks it down, and then heads back towards the Ambassador and party::




Amb_So`Tu says:
::Laughs and shakes his head:: CSO: Ah, you're right about that. Truth to be told, the last rear admiral I had the pleasure of dining with didn't like it as well ::Winks and glances around:: Nice party you've arranged, is this all for me?
CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he gets out, opening the supply cabinet on this deck and taking out a Med Kit before pushing the Chime on the CO's door::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: Our CEO here is a new expectant father.  Have you any children Ambassador?
CIV__Walker says:
::just gives up with his hair and leaves it in a 'just got out of bed' style:: Amb: Well, it didn't take that much arrangement on my part.
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Rolls over and takes another spoon full of his soup:: <Movie> "I fail to see where that's my problem."
CEO_Q`tor says:
::smiles weakly as he grabs another fire wine from the bar::
CMO_Kymar says:
::pushes the chime again and calls through the door:: CO: Captain?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Hears the door and the CMO:: Door: Go away! ::Winces in pain::
Amb_So`Tu says:
CSO: Kids, I'm afraid not. In due time, yes?
CMO_Kymar says:
::coughs:: CO: I heard you were Ill, Captain. I've come to cure you
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes a long swallow of her margarita::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::its gonna be a long night::::
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: Ambassador, our Doctor has assured me that he will have the Captain on his feet and here in no time.
CIV_Walker says:
::Takes another drink of his drink, downing the rest of it::
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Turns to this CEO, he nods and smiles briefly:: CEO: So tell me, is this all senior crew? ::Gestures at the people in the room::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Recognizes the CMO's voice::  CMO: I'll ride this out Lt.!
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: Most of the Senior crew is here Ambassador, however we have quite a few that are on temporary assignments or personal leave
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::turns to the bartender and orders a shot of something strong::
Amb_So`Tu says:
CEO: Including the XO? Mmm?
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles:: CO: I’m afraid, Captain, that the ambassador wishes you to be at the party. I don’t think it would go down well with Starfleet Headquarters if you failed to entertain the ambassador



CIV_Walker says:
::thinks that Q'tor is getting into a tight spot of red tape and glances at him::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::the bartender hands Lorenzo a small shot glass with a red liquid::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes the shot and then turns to the Ambassador again, feeling she can continue now that she knows her senses will be dulled shortly::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Tired of shouting through the door. Releases the lock:: CMO: I'm not here to entertain anybody!
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: To the best of my knowledge Ambassador, Commander Friday is on personal leave. I am merely the Chief Engineer. I am not kept up to date as to the personnel movements aboard the ship.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CEO: Are you not the 2nd here?
CIV_Walker says:
::Keeps looking at Q'tor::
CMO_Kymar says:
::the doors opens and he walks in:: CO: Captain, I believe it is your duty as commanding officer onboard the QIb to entertain a federation ambassador. And I believe that he wishes to see you
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::feels bad for Q'tor:: So'tu: Ambassador would you like another drink?
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: And aren't I allowed to be sick as Captain?
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: Not while I’m on board ::smiles::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Sits up and lowers the volume on the movie::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::doesn’t wait for him to say no and orders another drink from the bartender::
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: That I am Ambassador. For two weeks now. But My primary mission and concern aboard this vessel is the care and upkeep of the vessel itself.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: It’s just a sore throat. I prefer just to ride this out.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CSO:: CSO: B.. ::Frowns as she already heads away::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: You can get me some throat lozenges though.
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: No need for lozenges, Captain. Any doctor can cure the common cold
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::gets a double shot of fire wine and heads back to the Ambassador:: So'tu: Here you go Ambassador.  It is a party after all ..... and in your honor.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Doc. I just said I don't want to be cured.




Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CEO:: CEO: And that doesn't involve taking care of the ship business when the XO is away? ::Glances back at the CSO:: CSO: Thank you, most kind of you ::Smiles and takes the glass:: So, what is your role in this fine ship?
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: If you'll excuse me for just a moment Ambassador I must check on the progress of our doctor. ::looks over at Walker:: CIV: Fix your hair Mr. Walker. At least try to give the appearance of being presentable.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: People in this century are all to eager to take a hypo and "poof" everything’s well and good. Easy way out if you ask me.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: What happens when we encounter something we can't just take a hypo for?
CIV_Walker says:
::Smiles at Q'tor, but ignores him pretty much, happy with himself::
CIV_Walker says:
::Decides to interrupt and looks at the Ambassador with an enthused look, going for a subject that has already come up:: Amb: So, Ambassador, what exactly was it that you heard about me, anything interesting?
Amb_So`Tu says:
CEO: Ah, do you think the Captain will mind a visit from me?
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: I'll tell you what. We'll be soft and weak! That's what!
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::laughs at Q'tor's criticism of Walker before she can stop herself::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles:: CO: Then, we develop a new treatment and administer that
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: There is nothing soft and weak with being healthy, Sir
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: We're not god's Lt.
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: No, but we are men
CEO_Q`tor says:
::steps off to a corner and hits his COMM badge:: *CMO*: Doctor, your 5 minutes are up.
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: Well I'm not dying. My body can handle this. When it can't I'll come see you. ::Rolls over::
CMO_Kymar says:
::taps his comm badge:: *CEO*: Wait up, commander ::taps it again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: I'm the ships new Chief Science Officer, I believe I'd mentioned that before.
CMO_Kymar says:
::plays his last card:: CO: Then, sir. I’m afraid that I have to quarantine you in sickbay. The Terran cold can be fatal to the Klingon crew members onboard and I can’t take the risk of it getting out
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Raises an eyebrow as the CEO ignores his question, he turns towards the CIV and smiles:: CIV: Ah, you again. I've heard you got a talent to annoying command. ::Grins:: I could sure use you, if you ever need a job?


Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: I can be under quarantine in my quarters just as well Doc.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::smiles and holds up a finger motioning "one moment" to the Ambassador:: *CMO*: The Ambassador would really like to see the Captain...if not here then in his quarters.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CSO:: CSO: You have? ::Frowns:: I'm afraid I don't handle drinking that well ::Smiles:: My apology.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: No problem Ambassador.  ::hands him another drink::
CMO_Kymar says:
CO: The quarantine facilities in this section of the ship have been playing up this past month sir, I’m afraid that the risk would be too great if the bacteria were to escape. ::taps his comm badge:: *Sickbay*: Erect a level 10 quarantine field around Biobed 4 and beam the Captain directly there
CIV_Walker says:
::Continues to sound enthused:: Amb: Well all I can say on that is that all the rumors, all the reports... ::pauses for dramatic content:: .. they're all true! ::Grins and takes a drink:: Perhaps you'd like to take a look at some of the rest of the crew?
Amb_So`Tu says:
CSO: Are you trying to make me drunk? ::Smirks and accepts the drink:: Cheers. ::Sips the drink::
Host Captain_Turner says:
CMO: No need to beam me there. I can walk. I'm not an invalid you know! ::Grumbles::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::nods as Walker offers to take the Ambassador off her hands::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles and waves as the Captain dematerializes from his bed::
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CIV:: CIV: Rest of the crew? Yes, that sounds good. ::Turns to the CSO:: CSO: My apology for taking your time. ::Turns to the CIV:: CIV: Shall we?
CMO_Kymar says:
::walks out of the captains quarters and locks the door:: *CEO*: There has been a slight hitch, the captain refuses treatment. I am working on something which might get him to the party but I don’t know...he appears quite stubborn
CEO_Q`tor says:
::smiles and walks back over to the Ambassador:: Amb_So'Tu: My apologies Ambassador. Apparently the doctor is still treating the Captain.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: I am at your disposal Ambassador.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Sighs and turns towards the CEO:: CEO: I see. I guess we'll meet at another time. Thank you for informing me, Commander.
CIV_Walker says:
::smiles back at Lorenzo as if to say 'I'll handle it':: Amb: Let me assure you that there are 'some' fine specimines among the crew... some anyway.
CMO_Kymar says:
::walks into the TL:: TL: Sickbay
CEO_Q`tor says:
::drinks his Fire Wine and turns to the CSO:: CSO: Remind me to repay the Captain's kindness as soon as possible


CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: I'll join you in repaying him.  Do you think we should be worried about Walker taking care of the Ambassador?
Amb_So`Tu says:
CIV: 'Fine specimines' you said?
CMO_Kymar says:
::the TL stops and he gets out to see the Captain squirming about on the biobed. Picking up a tricorder he begins to scan him::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::laughs:: CSO: Not at all. He will either make a grand impression on the Ambassador, or he will end up in the brig. Either way could be of benefit to us.
CIV_Walker says:
::Picks up a drink off a table, not sure whose, not caring, just taking a gulp:: Amb: Of course... if you know what I mean. ::feeling slightly intoxicated now but handling it well::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Stands up and starts to walk out the door but then realizes he'll spread the virus if he touches anything on his way to his quarters::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: It isn't the kind of impression Captain Turner would like the Ambassador to have of the QIb.  ::grins:: And so, the repaying begins...
Amb_So`Tu says:
CIV: I'm afraid I do.. ::Smirks and continues walking:: So tell me Walker.. ::pauses and glances back for a moment:: Why does the CEO look at you like that?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Raises head to the air:: *OPS*: Turner to OPS.
OPS says:
*CO*: Go ahead Captain.
CMO_Kymar says:
::peers quizzically at the Captain inside the containment field::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::raises a glass to Lorenzo:: CSO: here's to revenge ... bortaS bIr jablu'DI'reH QaQqu' nay'
CIV_Walker says:
::Looks back at Q'tor and grins:: Amb: Q'tor? ::pauses:: Well ambassador, you see, he is always worrying about me... ::grins and even laughs a little::
Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: Please beam me back to my quarters.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CIV: Worry about you? ::Smiles widely:: Are you two..?
OPS says:
*CO*: Aye sir.
CMO_Kymar says:
:;smiles:: *OPS*: Belay the captains order, he is to remain in sickbay until further notice
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::smiles at the CEO:: CEO: What will you name your first born son?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Glares miserably at the CMO as he dematerializes::





CIV_Walker says:
::laughs at the ambassador:: Amb: Oh gosh no, he just sees it as his duty to worry about my safety I think... ::grins knowing that this is almost a complete lie:: .. perhaps we should rejoin them?
OPS says:
*CMO*: Sorry Doctor I already activated the transport.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Right now I am thinking Qayten, but I still have several months to decide
Host Captain_Turner says:
*OPS*: No further transports unless on my expressed orders. Turner out.
Amb_So`Tu says:
CIV: Yes, by all means. ::Glances around for a moment and smiles faintly::
CMO_Kymar says:
*OPS*: Can you beam him back into the containment field here in sickbay please? The captain is carrying a fatal disease to some members of crew on this ship and has to heal
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Well it looks like they are headed back this way.
OPS says:
::Sits scratching his head:: Self: The senior staff on this ship just get's weirder and weirder.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes another drink::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::remembering the last time she met with an ambassador::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Don't we have some urgent ship's business that we must take care of?
CIV_Walker says:
::Starts walking back towards Lorenzo and Q'tor::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::remembering decking him then getting demoted for it::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: I did want to review the gagh with you.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: I have some requests to make.
CIV_Walker says:
::takes another gulp of the drink he picked up earlier as he approaches Q'tor and Lorenzo::
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Pauses in front of the CEO:: CEO: I would like to congratulate you, Commander. I've heard you're expecting? ::Smiles and gestures to the CIV:: Your friend Walker reminded me so.
CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: Captain, I hereby officially relieve you of your command until you are fully well and confine you to sickbay. Failure to comply with this relief of duty may face a court-martial charge
OPS says:
*CMO* Negative sir.
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: Very funny Doc. Very funny. I'll see you in a few days when I'm feeling better. Turner out.


CEO_Q`tor says:
::too late to escape he glances back over to Lorenzo with a "da**it" look in his eyes:: Amb_So'Tu: Yes Ambassador I am. My Wife is expecting our first son in about 7 months.
CIV_Walker says:
::Laughs at the Ambassadors sort-of-joke and then polishes off another drink::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::pictures the Ambassador taking a tumble into the gagh tanks::
CMO_Kymar says:
::blinks:: Self: The first time I ever attempt to relieve someone of duty and they think its a joke ::sighs to himself and walks into his office to sit down::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: The Commander and I were discussing the gagh tanks we have onboard. Would you like to see them Sir?
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Thinks to self, "That better have been a joke."  Grumbles and lays down again::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::elbows the CSO and grins at the Ambassador::
CIV_Walker says:
::Goes to the bar quickly, stopping when he gets there, taking a moment to undo the top buttons of his shirt for air and ordering another drink::
Amb_So`Tu says:
CSO: Gagh? I believe I'll pass if you don't mind? ::Smiles and turns to the CEO:: CEO: Hey, do you have a name already?
CMO_Kymar says:
::sitting at his desk he stares at the far wall:: Self: Well, it’s either I didn't sound very confident or he ignored me ::sighs again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::elbows Q'tor back and smiles at the Ambassador::
CEO_Q`tor says:
Amb_So'Tu: Nothing definate as yet sir. I am thinking about Qayten however.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: It really is a serious problem those gagh tanks, I would like to review them with you at the soonest possible moment Sir.
CIV_Walker says:
::Takes his drink, takes a sip and heads back to the admiral, taking a last minute to pull at his shirt to get some air before rejoining::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Taps commbadge:: *CMO*: Turner to Kymar.
CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: Go Ahead, captain. Decided to see the Ambassador yet?
Amb_So`Tu says:
CEO: A fine name.. but.. Odd, I thought you'll be naming it after your friend Walker? ::Glances away as he notices his glass is empty, with a frown he heads towards the bar again::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Why would he think Q'tor would name his child after you?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::suspicious::



CIV_Walker says:
::passes the ambassador and rejoins Lorenzo and Q'tor::
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: I'd rather not risk spreading this to him but I'd like you to go back to the reception and convey my apologies for being unable to attend.
CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: ::harrumphs loudly:: I am pretty busy in Sickbay, Captain. Can you not get Q'tor to relay the message?
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: I guess he just thinks I'm such a great guy ... that I am. ::smiles, looking around the room at the women for a moment::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Are you intoxicated?
CEO_Q`tor says:
::nearly chokes on his drink and spits most of it out::Amb_So'Tu: Quyvatlh.......I mean...um..it is traditional with my House to try and combine the names of the father and mother when naming a child.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: We may need to start serving synthenol for Walker.
CIV_Walker says:
::takes a moment to think about it for comic timing:: CSO: A little. ::nods slowly:: are you?
Host Captain_Turner says:
*CMO*: This is a diplomatic function, however minor I still would like you in attendance. Commander Q'tor has other things to attend to, with myself, and Commander Friday indisposed.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: No, but sometimes I wish I were.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks at Lorenzo with a "no doubt" look:: CSO: I believe you are right
CMO_Kymar says:
*CO*: ::sighs:: Very well, Captain. I will put aside my other important duties. Kymar out ::taps his comm badge and heads out to the party, a sour look on his face::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Lays down again::
Host Captain_Turner says:
::Closes his eyes and begins to drift off::
CIV_Walker says:
CEO/CSO: Hey, hey, don't get hasty now, I'm fine, I can handle this, I've been doing it for years. ::looks at his glass:: Thank you, Mother.... ::trails off while looking around again::
CEO_Q`tor says:
*CMO* Q'tor to Doctor Kymar...where are you and the Captain?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Did you just thank your Mother?
CMO_Kymar says:
::mutters to himself on his way down:: Self: I'll show that captain one day, first he..*CEO*: The captain does not wish to attend and refuses treatment. I am on my way back to the function




CIV_Walker says:
CSO: Indeed, she is the reason I can handle these functions, dignitaries and the alcohol, to a smaller extent.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::is dumbfounded by the doctors reply and waits for him to return::
CMO_Kymar says:
::Stopping outside the door he washes away his foul mood-face and enters, all happy smiles::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::nods:: CIV/CEO: I'm told tomorrow is the day all humans honor their mothers.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Returns with his drink, he focuses on walking as he makes pauses in front of the CIV:: CIV: I was wondering..
CIV_Walker says:
::takes a sip of his drink:: CSO: Needless to say our house was more or less completely wrapped up in red tape.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::sees the CMO enter and walks over to greet him:: CMO:: Doctor Kymar.  ::gives the doctor a friendly slap on the back and whispers in his ear:: CMO:: I will remember this doctor
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes a drink and sees the Doctor enter::
CIV_Walker says:
::turns to the Ambassador and smiles:: Amb: And what might that be, Mr. Ambassador?
CEO_Q`tor says:
::walks the CMO over to the Ambassador:: Amb_So'Tu: Ambassador, may I introduce our Chief Medical Officer...for the time being...Doctor Kymar
CMO_Kymar says:
::glares at the CEO:: CEO: Your welcome, Q'tor. Just remember that I sleep with my eyes open...I'll be ready. ::grins evilly and heads over to the Ambassador::
CMO_Kymar says:
Amb: Ambassador, I apologize for the Captain's absence but he is being stubborn again and refuses my medical skills
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CEO, he nods and glances at the CMO:: Ah, the elusive Doctor. So tell me Doctor, what is keeping the Captain from seeing me? ::Pauses:: I see. He does not wish to see me?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::uh oh::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
So'tu: I'm sure that's not it.  CMO: Right Doctor.
CEO_Q`tor says:
::looks over the CSO and silently mouths the words "pay back"::
CIV_Walker says:
::Again,trying to salvage from a tough spot, raising his voice:: Amb: Ambassador? ::lowers his voice again, looking inquisitively at the Ambassador:: You were saying?
CMO_Kymar says:
Amb: Why no, Ambassador. The captain is a strong willed man and does not accept help readily. He is ill but wants to get through it on his own and apologizes profusely for not being able to attend ::Why am I saving his ass?::


Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances back at the CIV:: CIV: Later, walker. ::Turns to the CMO:: CMO: What does he seem to have, Doctor?
CMO_Kymar says:
Amb: It appears to be an advanced form of the common cold, it is keeping him bedridden but is not fatal
CIV_Walker says:
Mr. Ambassador, I am sorry, but I was really quite interested, what were you going to ask?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::walks over to Q'tor and whispers:: CEO: There is payback and then there is hurtful commentary.  I don't want to offend the man.
Amb_So`Tu says:
CMO: I believe it is curable, yes?
CIV_Walker says:
::Glances at Kymar as if to just say 'Shuuut uuup!'::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Commander, shall we go and see about that problem with the gagh tanks
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles and the Ambassador and Walker:: Amb: Yes, it is easily treatable and the captain would be on his feet by now if he accepted treatment. However he wants to work through it on his own and will not accept my help
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::gives the doctor a 'don’t offend him' look:  CEO: Yes Commander.  About those tanks.
Amb_So`Tu says:
CMO: Then he's not carrying his duty and you allow this to continue, Doctor? Is that it?
CIV_Walker says:
Mr. Ambassador, I think what the good doctor is trying to say is that given the lack of severity of the condition, it would be best to use this to build the captains immunity up incase of future problems. Much like condition training.
CIV_Walker says:
Medically speaking, I'm sure it is in the Captains best interests, right doctor? ::Looks at Kymar::
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Turns to the CIV:: CIV: The Captain, has duties to perform. Don't you agree?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::whispers:: CEO: Shall we leave before it gets ugly?
CMO_Kymar says:
::chuckles silently, waiting for sparks to flash between the Ambassador and Walker::
Amb_So`Tu says:
CMO: I'm waiting for an answer.
CIV_Walker says:
Amb: I appologize, Mr. Ambassador, but the Captain may have duties but the doctors first priority is the health of the crew. In this case, it would appear to be in his best interests to suffer through the cold in order to better protect the captains health at a later date. I am sure that you yourself would not wish any ill being upon the Captain for the sake of a small reception.
CMO_Kymar says:
Amb: Well, the Captain is an extremely hard worker, Ambassador. He has spent many night awake on the bridge and has suffered many times with fatigue and such illnesses. None of which kept him off his feet. I suppose you could say that he has developed a quirk which stops him from getting treated what his body can repair


Amb_So`Tu says:
CIV: I agree Walker, but when the XO is not here ::Pauses:: and the CEO is not aware of his duties as ACO, I must question if the Captain is needed here or not.
CIV_Walker says:
::glances at Kymar again::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::bows slightly towards the Ambassador:: So'Tu:(quietly) If you'll excuse us Ambassador, we have some ship's business to take care of. ::turns to leave and grabs another couple of drinks on the way out::
CMO_Kymar says:
::smiles at Walker and gives him an "If you want me to leave" look::
CEO_Q`tor says:
::hands one of the drinks to the CSO:: CSO:: Shall we?
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Nods at the CEO as he waits for the CIV reply::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::takes the drink and tries to swallow down the Ambassador's last remark::
CMO_Kymar says:
::as the Ambassador is caught up with Walker he quietly sneaks off to the other side of the bar::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::nods to the Ambassaor with a tight smile and turns around to leave::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Let us have a look at those gagh tanks before I manage to feel insulted and forced to defend my honor. :: Heads towards the exit::
CIV_Walker says:
Amb: With all due respect, Ambassador, you are not a starfleet officer and I don't think you understand entirely the complexity of the heirarchical system upon a starship. There are many duties that must be covered and the system attempts to compensate - our crew does work their hardest at all times. I'm sure if you have any complaints about the heirarchy of this ship then perhaps you should address your complaint towards Admiral Zog
CIV_Walker says:
Perhaps you should wait until you are sober to reassess the situation and make an informed decision at that time.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: I will be generous and say it was the drink talking for him.
CMO_Kymar says:
::leans on the bar, far away from anyone and sighs before picking up another fruit drink and taking a sip::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Now, I've requested for more space to expand the science labs, which have been set up on deck 9.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I am already being generous in assuming that and not having killed him already.
CIV_Walker says:
::takes a long gulp, sort of happy with himself, especially so when he thinks about how he can handle this better than the ambassador:: Now, Ambassador, perhaps I should escort you back to your quarters where you may sober-up. ::looks quizzically::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: That should not be a problem. We have many unused barracks on deck 9


Amb_So`Tu says:
::Glances around as he notices the other officers walking away, he frowns and glances back at the CIV:: Self: Alone at last ::Smirks and glances at the doors:: CIV: Ah, are you sure you're not interested in a job young Walker?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Point taken.  I remember all to well that pistol shot you took at me for talking to loudly... ::grins::
CIV_Walker says:
::Hears that, thinks, takes another gulp of his drink and then pauses before replying:: Amb: No, Mr. Ambassador, thank you. I really would urge you at this point to return to your quarters and sober.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: I was not myself then
Amb_So`Tu says:
CIV: Do you think I'm drunk, Walker?
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: If I were I would not have missed you.  ::smiles down at the CSO::
CMO_Kymar says:
::hums quietly to himself, remembering the days when his talents at healing were wanted and he was welcomed everywhere he went:: Self: What happened?
CIV_Walker says:
Amb: Indeed, Ambassador, you are drunk. ::takes another drink, wishing he was also drunk drunk right now::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: None of us were.  The tray of glasses would have reached your head instead of the poor doctors.  ::smiles::
Amb_So`Tu says:
CIV: Mmm, so I am.. Shall we, Walker?
CIV_Walker says:
Amb: Of course, Ambassador. ::Gestures to the door, finishing his drink and disposing of the glass:: This way please.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Now what does the gagh tanks have to do with expanding your Science labs?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: They are taking up too much room.
Amb_So`Tu says:
::Walk towards the doors:: CIV: So tell me Walker, is the CEO married to the CSO? They seem very much in love ::Smiles faintly::
CMO_Kymar says:
::watches as the Ambassador and Walker head out of the room. Leaving him on his own::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Taking too much room? How do you mean?
CIV_Walker says:
::Walks with the Ambassador:: Amb: No, I'm afraid not, Q'tor is married to a lady on Qo'noS.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: We have Main Engineering, the Cargo Bays and the Cargo Transporters all on deck 9.  The barracks have provided room for the science labs but they need to be expanded further.  The gagh tanks are not essential.


Amb_So`Tu says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CIV: Mmm, I was sure. ::Pauses at the doors:: I believe I can find my own way, thank you Walker. ::Nods and walks away::
CIV_Walker says:
Amb: And Lorenzo... Lorenzo is getting married.... Naked I believe. ::feels the intoxication now::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Not essential? Would you care to explain to the rest of the Klingon members of this crew that they should give up their gagh because it is no longer necessary?
CIV_Walker says:
Amb: Very well, Ambassador. Good night.
CMO_Kymar says:
::looks around at the semi-darkened room and heads over to the large window to peer out into space at the stars rushing by::
CIV_Walker says:
::heads off away from the Ambassador:: Computer, Locate Commanders Q'tor and Lorenzo.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: We have replicators that can provide all the gagh they want.  They can drown in it if they want.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Commander, gagh must be eaten alive. Replicators cannot replicate live gagh
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: The tanks are not essential.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Who ever said the replicators were perfect?
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Warriors should be used to roughing it.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: The day that there are no more Klingons on board this vessel, then the tanks will not be needed. Until then I do not recommend that you try to have them removed.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: If you need more space for your science labs we can convert more barracks space
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Perhaps not removed.  How about reduced?
Computer says:
Walker: Commanders Q'tor and Lorenzo are on Deck 9, Section 12.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: This crew should be thankful that there is no longer a herd of targh kept on board.
CIV_Walker says:
::steps in a TL, resting on the back wall:: TL: Deck 9, Section 12.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: We've taken up all the barrack's space.  A herd of targh?!
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: On a cruiser?!
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Klingons like their food fresh
CMO_Kymar says:
::folding his hands behind his back he stares at the stars rushing past, wondering how many other people are out there in Space. Perhaps looking at the same star or nebula::



CIV_Walker says:
::Undoes a couple more buttons of his shirt as the TL whizzes allong and un-tucks his shirt, very much leaning on the back wall, reflecting on what he had drank::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: Well no wonder this place smelled so bad.
CIV_Walker says:
::Steps off the TL after it stops and drags his feet towards Q'tor and Lorenzo::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: The gagh tanks will remain. I can have my engineers convert further barracks space on other decks
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: If you think it best to inconvenience the science personnel by having them split up to different decks just so you can have fresh gagh, then by all means.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::sighs, then sees the drunk civilian::
CIV_Walker says:
::raising his voice a little, seeming a bit more intoxicated since they last saw him, looking a mess with his hair still all over, a creased un-tucked, half-unbuttoned shirt:: CSO/CEO: Well, love me or not guys, I think I just saved your behinds.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: The Science department, like the Engineering department is divided into different sections anyway
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: When you get infected by some alien species, and the dissecting of said species, to find you a cure, takes longer than necessary, don’t complain.
CIV_Walker says:
CEO/CSO: Guys?
CEO_Q`tor says:
CIV: Go to bed Walker, You can regale us with your heroics tomorrow
CIV_Walker says:
CEO/CSO: Did you or did you not hear me? I just saved your careers.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Thank you.  Thank you very much.
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Infections and diseases are the responsibility of medical department
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CEO: You think science just sits around monitoring sensors?
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: You are welcome. Now... if I could just have a hand here, I think I over did it this time.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::walks over to Walker and puts his arm around her shoulder to escort him back to his quarters::
CEO_Q`tor says:
CSO: Frankly Commander, I have no idea what all the Science department does, and unless it involves Engineering, I don't really care!
CIV_Walker says:
CSO: Thank you. ::Looks at Lorenzo:: Hey, about your wedding.
CSO_Lorenzo says:
::gives the Commander an angry look and turns around not responding::
CSO_Lorenzo says:
CIV: Oh shut it Walker.


CEO_Q`tor says:
::turns and walks off towards main Engineering::
CMO_Kymar says:
::turning from the window he heads out of the room and back to his quarters for some well needed sleep::
CIV_Walker says:
::Trailing off to the Camera as Lorenzo and a drunk Walker return to Walkers Quarters:: CSO: So will you *really* be naked?
 
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End on that or die>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>.
 

